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My goal with the project was to create a video game aimed at a preschool aged

audience that would be entertaining and educational, while not overstimulating the child.

It would support a learning through play concept to allow the user to have fun and be

exposed to important benchmarks like colors, shapes, tracking, anticipation, hand eye

coordination, numbers, and directions.  It was important for me to make it more

personal, so I used my own dog as inspiration for the main character who has an

endless appetite to chase bones.  In preparation for the video game concept I

considered many questions like: Who is the target audience? What colors are widely

appealing to children? What is the most loved animal by young children? Where is this

game being played? How often?  With another person or alone? What is on trend with

preschool aged children? What are learning milestones and benchmarks socially and

academically at this age? What is a preschooler's attention span? How can I make it

personal to me? How do I code the game? How do I add my own sprites to Scratch?

How do I use the MakeyMakey to control my game? What does the controller look like

and how does it relate to the game, and is it user friendly? As the process began the

questions continued to unfold organically and the creativity was flowing and the plan

was clear.

I believe finding fun and creative ways to learn and engage children is so

important, especially to create interest and a love of learning at an early age. My vision

was that my work could fit in multiple settings. I could see it in homes, preschool



classrooms, or even libraries. While I wanted the final product to be engaging, I also

wanted to keep the visual stimulation less “noisy” and complicated.  I think many video

games aimed at children are too visually stimulating and fast paced and don’t allow the

user to simply enjoy the game.  My goal was not to be about “winning” or “advancing”

but to just enjoy and be exposed to something simple and fun that teaches and

entertains. Again, I wanted to support the simple learning benchmarks at this age.

My process began with just exploring in class and learning about how to create

the circuits with the MakeyMakey and use Scratch. It was very helpful to see the

previous student examples, as this helped serve as some inspiration for places to start.

I was most interested in the example where the student created an iSpy type game

using Scratch. This is why I started to explore Scratch more and began to work on some

tutorials on the website. I did the “Make a

bouncing ball game with sounds, points, and

other effects” tutorial and this helped me to

learn to code the bone in my game and how to

add the score counter to the game. This was so

helpful and really allowed me to bring my game

concept together. The next step was to take this

idea and code and make it my own. I decided

the first step was to create my character. I

wanted to make it look kid friendly and inspired

by my cute dog Zoey. I wanted to make the

setting space, so I also wanted my character



to have a space helmet. I drew this space dog character using Illustrator. I also made

something to replace the ball, so I decided to make it the dog’s bone, and I also drew

this in Illustrator. I think the space setting works so well with this game because it seems

like the bone is bouncing around in the antigravity setting. It took some trial and error to

figure out how to get my drawing into Scratch as sprites, but I figured it out and they

looked great! From there I was able to edit them to the proper size and add the codes to

both of the sprites. Scratch is so awesome because it makes coding so easy to

understand and use. I used what I learned from the

tutorial to code the bone and then I coded the dog to

move left and right with the arrow keys. I then had to

connect this game to the MakeyMakey. I decided I

would use it to control the dog’s left and right

movement.  I created this circuit and used one of

the grounding bracelets provided to ground the

circuit. I was successful, and the game was

working, but I wanted to create a controller. I

wanted to make it relate to the game, so I went to PetSmart to find a dog toy that would

make a good controller. The best option

was the tennis ball I chose and I then got

to work to turn it into the controller.  I put

two nails on the front left and right of the

ball to represent the left and right

movement in the game. I cut a hole in the



back of the ball to feed the wires through and connect them to the nails, after

connecting them I closed up the tennis ball to give it a clean and finished look. I tested

the entire setup with the controller, and

it worked!

As a final note, I honestly was

impressed with my final project.  At first

I was a bit overwhelmed as I have no

experience with this type of technology

like the coding and circuit board.

However, I was excited to see what I

could come up with. I found the in

class, hands on practice very helpful to

build my confidence.  I think my

concept was clear and creative.  My

presentation was polished and very

finished.  I paid attention to details like exposed cords and using the bracelet to ground

it, and it performed exactly as I hoped and expected. Since it was only a prototype and

my first attempt at this type of work, I would definitely challenge myself to add sound

effects and music to enhance the game experience.
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